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Supporting best practice outcomes in facilities nationwide.
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Works With You, Not Against You 
(Low Friction and Shear)

Definitions: Friction is the resistance of movement 
between two surfaces. Shear is the result of materials 
or tissues being pulled in opposite directions.

Nothing feels like a ROHO cushion. The smooth 
surface reduces shear and friction without 
compromising your safety and comfort.

Moves With You (Six Degrees of Freedom)

Definition: The freedom of movement in all directions.

No matter what you are doing, your ROHO 
cushion will adapt to your every position 
throughout the day and over time. The air cells 
follow your motions, giving you support and 
freedom of movement.

Matches Your Shape 
(Constant Restoring Forces)

Definition: Fluid flotation provides  
even and constant forces at all points  
of contact.

Your shape is unique. A ROHO cushion constantly 
conforms and adapts to you and can be adjusted 
to your body changes over time.

Discover the Four Fundamentals of  
DRY FLOATATION® Technology 

Let’s You In (Low Surface Tension)

Definition: The ability of the surface to yield easily 
upon contact.

Our unique design lets you easily sink into the 
cushion, reducing pressure and discomfort to your 
skin and soft tissues.

ROHO DRY FLOATATION Technology is based on hydrostatics (the study of 
disparate conditions in a liquid such as water). The technology follows four 
principles for ensuring skin protection and comfort.
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